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General Comment

Artificial intelligence is no different than any other software just more intricate. Consciousness can't be imparted via coding. That's why my dog is more conscious then the worlds best hardware or software. If you ask "alexa or serrie" how many times can wonder woman lean against a river the software will check the internet & come up with nothing. The software will default I don't understand. Whereas a person may reply "as many times as she wants as long as it's frozen" or "she can do anything she's wonder woman" or "there's no such thing as a wonder woman" or "are we talking the Mississippi or amazon, you can do it on the amazon but not the Mississippi".

Human beings need no internet as there memory we have consciousness we can come up with a myriad number of off the wall and clever answers. We create, invent new ideas from our conscious essential selves. Any robot (autonomous vacuum or lawn mower) a rubiks cube a clock, artificial intelligence software are only the extension of the inventors consciousness.